Ignition switch ford f150

The ignition switch on your Ford truck is mounted on the right side of the steering column. The
radio, wipers, and other accessories can be operated in this position without having the engine
running. Open the hood. Loosen the nut on the negative battery cable with an adjustable
wrench turned in a counterclockwise direction. Do not remove the nut. Lift cable off of the
battery post and push it aside. Wiggle the cable in a back and forth motion to release it from the
battery post if necessary. Straighten out a small paper clip and insert one end of it
approximately 2 inches into the small hole located in the steering column directly below the
ignition switch. Insert the key into the new ignition switch. Insert the ignition switch into
position in the steering column. Push the negative battery cable back onto the negative battery
post until it is fully seated. Tighten the nut in a clockwise direction. Close the hood. Step 1 Open
the hood. Step 3 Straighten out a small paper clip and insert one end of it approximately 2
inches into the small hole located in the steering column directly below the ignition switch. Step
4 Pull the ignition switch from the steering column and remove the key. Step 5 Insert the key
into the new ignition switch. Have your Ford dealer configure a new ignition switch so that you
will be able to use your old key. Aftermarket switches are less expensive and come with two
keys, but you will still need to use the old keys to be able to unlock the doors. If your ignition
switch spins all the way around, even with no key in it, replacing the switch is your answer to
curing this problem. Adjustable wrench Small paper clip Replacement ignition switch. Ford F
owners have reported 21 problems related to ignition switch under the electrical system
category. The most recently reported issues are listed below. Also please check out the
statistics and reliability analysis of Ford F based on all problems reported for the F My Ford f
quad cab truck was parked after driving to work, approximately 20 minutes of driving. After
returning home from work, the cooling fan continued to operate with the vehicle parked and the
ignition switch in the off position. After reviewing the electrical diagram using a Ford motorcraft
online manual subscription, and tracing the cooling fan circuit, we found that the cooling fan
relay hi-power fomoco, relay number ok 8t2tbaa if lightly tapped with a small screwdriver
handle, the cooling fan turned off. The air flow through the cooling fan and heat ex-changers did
not feel hot in temperature and there was no overheat condition with the cooling system,
malfunctioning ac system, or air flow restrictions. A new relay one of eight relays [with the same
part number] located in the battery junction box - bjb was purchased at a local Ford dealer
based on the relay number mentioned above. This relay was in-stock. With all of the plastic
material in the bjb, there is a concerns that the relay could continue overheating and melt the
plastic material in the bjb, causing further damage or fire risk in that area. I have included
photos of the failed relay. The new relay appears to function properly and the cooling fan does
not run with the ignition in the off position and truck parked. No recalls. See all problems of the
Ford F Now the second time in and the truck doesn't even have 50k miles on it. Truck would
turn over but not start and left my wife and kids stranded in a parking lot where I had to go get
them. Researching online we are not the only ones with this problem. Eventually leaving it there
and messing with the key and ignition switch I'm assuming it started after a few hours. The
truck was not over heated. Airbag passenger light stays on switch selector inoperable. Ignition
switch does not operate properly intermittent no start. Sitting in my truck with the key turned or
even on idle, the electronics on my dash radio allumination, trip box, etc. From time to time
when it does this, my cruise control figure wont show but after a while minutes it will pop up on
the cluster. It doesnt matter if its cold out or hot out, idle,running or ignition switched off, it will
be faded. Its becoming more of a common thing daily. The contact owns a Ford F The contact
stated that upon removing the key and re-entering the key to start the vehicle, the ignition
switch cylinder fractured. The contact made several attempts and was able to maneuver the
switch back into place, but it was not securely connected. The vehicle was taken to an
authorized dealer for further inspection. The manufacturer was notified of the failure. The
approximate failure mileage was 40, The contact stated that the ignition switch was faulty. The
contact stated that when the key was placed in the ignition, it would wiggle as if the opening
were loose. Also, the contact stated that the vehicle failed to recognize when the key was taken
out of the ignition. The vehicle was taken to the dealer. The technician diagnosed that the
ignition switch was defective and the ignition cylinder was replaced. The manufacturer was not
made aware of the failure. The failure mileage was 37, Having problems with ignition. When you
turn ignition switch, the car dosen't start. Already have changed a part in steering column
related to the ignition. Normal driving, dry, clear, daytime. Going thru parking lot mph, bump
and pot holes. My Ford f, supercrew cab, died. No power to restart. Towed to local automotive
shop. They found a blown maxi 20 amp fuse in fuse box replaced it. Call Ford motor dealer, they
suggest to replace "ignition switch", I do so and new fuse, attempt to start truck, fuse blown
again, call Ford dealer, they say to replace "transmission range sensor", I unplug that
connector-due to a new part is very costly and you can not return electrical parts. Fuse blown.

So transmission range sensor, not the problem. This is a costly ongoing repair with no
satisfaction. We were lucky, I researched web sites for answers to a fix. I found other individuals
with f trucks have the same issue. Ford motor CO. Has no technical service bulletins for this
problem, why not? I have spent 5 weeks researching my wires, parts and informational sites
and mechanics, very unsuccessful. I heard that Toyota made their pcm so it would malfunction
after so many miles, could this be what Ford is doing to collect money for repairs? Can you
help? I recently bought a Ford F xl, in the two months that I have had this truck I've had nothing
but problems with it. The ignition switch has blown fuses, causing the truck to not start, but
sometimes it takes turns of the key to get it started, either the engine does nothing or it will
hesitate for seconds before finally turning over. I am also having problems with the truck
stalling. Most commonly the stalling occurs while sitting at a red light but it has stalled while I
was moving causing me to lose power steering until I could get the truck started again. The
passenger door was off line and wouldn't always shut right causing noise and rain to get in. I
was missing screws on the door panels witch caused a constant rattling from both sides of the
truck. The doors have been fixed by the service department where I bought the truck, but it is
still by no means quite in there, and nobody can permanently fix the engine troubles because
they don't know why it's happening. This truck is not a safe and dependable way of
transportation for me or my one year old son who is sometimes with me. Ford f started on fire
while parked with the key out of the ignition. My neighbor and I lived in a duplex with adjoining
garages in which she would park her Ford F pickup. At approx. When we went outside we saw
my neigbors truck engulfed in flames and the garage itself was starting to burn. By the time the
firefighters arrived and put out the fire, both our garages were destroyed along with part of her
duplex. The rest of the dwelling had extensive smoke, heat and water damage. The fire
investigators did not come up with a definite cause of the fire, but two of the three felt it started
with the truck. Do I have any recourse in this matter as I lost a substantial amount of property? I
would appreciate any information you could give. Thank you. The contact attempted to start the
vehicle, but it would not start. The vehicle was then towed to a Ford dealer and they stated that
a wire in the ignition switch failed. The dealer repaired the switch, but the contact still had to
make several attempts before the vehicle would start. The dealer finally disconnected the
switch, but it continues to take four or more attempts to start the vehicle. The failure occurs in
both cold and hot weather and the contact believes that the disconnected wire was the cause of
failure. The purchase date was unknown. The current mileage was , and failure mileage was ,
While in the street vehicle was in park and the key was taken out of the ignition switch. Then,
vehicle caught on fire under the hood, followed by black smoke and large flames. The fire
department indicated that ignition switch caused the fire. On multiple occasions all external and
internal lights would cut off for a fraction of a second and then light back up. Each time they
went out once and so fast that it was barely noticed. The number of these incidents are
unknown. I would say fewer than The first dealership it was reported to was crescent Ford in
high point, nc. At the time, they did not record the issue as being reported and did not advise
me that it should be checked. The problem was happening so infrequently that I did not realize it
might be a serious problem. In the later part of , October I believe, I stopped at a local tire
distributor to have my tires balanced and rotated. I noticed from inside the store that the
headlights were not off. I returned to the vehicle to attempt to turn them off by manipulating the
light switch and ignition switch with no success. I had the work done at the tire store and took
the truck staight to bob dunn Ford in greensboro where they advised me that the fuse box had
to be rewired and that it was not safe to drive. The service technician showed me a fuse that had
been removed from the fuse box. The fuse was black, melted and the element in the fuse was
not burned through. The cover to the fuse box had a white spot on it where the plastic was
heated and charred. The dealership provided me with a vehicle to drive and my truck was
repaired but at my expense. I had applied to be reimbursed by Ford but have never heard any
response dispite multiple calls to the dealership. After having learned of the recall for fires in
parked f's I decided this should be reported. Dates provided are estimates. I would have to have
the dealership records pulled to find exact dates and mileage. The mileage on the vehicle was
approximately 28, miles but it was out of warranty as it was older than 3 years. Front and rear
brakes were out of round. Front were 1. Rear were. Sales rep told me it was due to corrosion.
Replaced ignition switch on sept. Consumer states that it will be hard to start the vehicle and
they will have to try numerous of time before the vehicle will start. Dealer notified. Ignition lock
cylinder stuck in on position. Unable to start vehicle or shut off ignition. Had to disconnect
battery to prevent drain. The plastic slide that activates the ignition switch broke while the
ignition was in the "on" position, and the steering wheel lock does not work. There is a very bad
fuel odor within the passengers compartment and outside of the vehicle which is causing the
occupants to become sick. Consumer has contacted dealer. Dealer found a major freon leak.

Other problems with this vehicle include: ignition switch, relay switch on drivers side window,
weather stripping leaking. Owner traded vehicle in. Ongoing problem with cargo lights and
courtesy lights remaining on intermittently or staying on for 45 minutes or more, also, ignition
switch alarm remains on even after vehicle started. The cargo and interior light stayed on
draining the battery. The ignition key can be removed when the vehicle is in motion. When
shutting down the vehicle, the engine stops of course , however sometime you can restart the
vehicle without the key. In other words, I can not be sure that the vehicle is secure all the time,
since there are times when it will start and run without the key in the ingnition. While vehicle
was parked driver smelled smoke, opened up the hood and went back to vehicle and the dash
exploded. First before all this happened, vehicle died out. So went to look for the problem and
that is when smelled smoke and seen the dash on fire. Car Problems. Ignition Switch problem of
the Ford F 1. Ignition Switch problem of the Ford F 2. Ignition Switch problem of the Ford F 3.
Ignition Switch problem of the Ford F 4. Ignition Switch problem of the Ford F 5. Ignition Switch
problem of the Ford F 6. Ignition Switch problem of the Ford F 7. Ignition Switch problem of the
Ford F 8. Ignition Switch problem of the Ford F 9. Ignition Switch problem of the Ford F
Electrical System problems. Wiring problems. Underhood Wiring problems. Ignition problems.
Fuses And Circuit Breaker problems. Horn Assembly problems. Instrument Panel problems.
Starter problems. Dash Wiring problems. Wiring Collection. Restoring electrical wiring, more
than every other house project is all about safety. Install an outlet appropriately and it's as safe
as this can be; do the installation improperly and is actually potentially deadly. That is why
there are so many guidelines surrounding electrical cabling and installations. The rules can
become complicated, for positive, and sometimes confusing, even for master electricians, but
there are basic concepts plus practices that apply at almost every electric wiring project,
especially the kind that DIYers are qualified to tackle. Effectively read a cabling diagram, one
provides to learn how the components in the system operate. For instance , if a module will be
powered up also it sends out the signal of 50 percent the voltage and the technician would not
know this, he'd think he offers an issue, as this individual would expect a 12V signal.
Subsequent diagrams is reasonably simple, but making use of it within the scope of how the
system operates is a new different matter. My most sage advice is not only look from the
diagram, but understand how the components operate when in use. Before reading the
schematic, get acquainted and understand all the symbols. Read the particular schematic like a
new roadmap. Simply shutting away the power is not good enough. More, it's not uncommon for
circuit breaker containers to be mislabeled, especially if the electrical services has been
extended or even adapted over typically the years. The circuit breaker label may well not
accurately describe the particular circuit breaker really controls. All electrical cabling and
devices possess an amperage, or even amp, rating. This particular is the optimum level of
electrical existing they can safely have. Most standard household circuits are rated for 15 amps
or 20 amps, while large-appliance circuits such as for electric dryers and ranges may be rated
for 30, 40, 55 amps, if not more. When installing or changing wiring or products, all of the
particular parts you utilize should have the suitable amperage rating with regard to the circuit.
Regarding example, a amp circuit must have got gauge wiring, which usually is rated for 20
amps. When you install gauge, amp wiring on that circuit, an individual create a fireplace hazard
as the amp circuit breaker protecting that circuit might not shut down before the amp cabling
overheats. Whenever replacing a switch, light fixture, or outlet receptacle, make sure not in
order to install a device that is rated for more amperage than the circuit carries. This is
especially important when replacing receptacles. A container rated for amps has a distinctive
prong shape in which among the up and down slots contains a Capital t shape. This form allows
amp home appliances, which have an identical T-shaped prong, to be inserted. Installing this
kind of receptacle on a amp circuit tends to make it possible in order to possibly overload
typically the circuit if a person plug this type of amp appliance into it. Note, however, that there
is zero danger to putting in amp receptacles in amp circuits considering that it is flawlessly fine
when a plug-in device draws less power than the circuit amperage. In fact, this is quite normal
for amp general-use circuits to be " cable " with amp containers. Electrical energy travels along
conductors, for example wires plus the metal associates of outlets in addition to sockets. Tight
connections between conductors generate smooth transitions through one conductor to a
different. But loose connections act like rate bumps, restricting typically the flow and creating
friction and warmth. Very loose cable connections can result in arcing, in which electricity
jumps with the air coming from one conductor to another, creating tremendous heat. Prevent
fireplace hazards by making sure all cabling connections are limited and also have full make
contact with of the conductors getting joined. When splicing wires together, always use
approved cable connectors "wire nuts". Outlet receptacles plus switches are often created with
push-fit wire connection slots upon the back, along with the traditional screw-terminal

connections on the edges in the device. These kinds of push-fit connections are usually
notorious for loosening or failing, therefore professional electricians almost unanimously avoid
them in favor of making very limited and secure screw terminal connections. Grounding plus
polarization are vital for the safety of modern electrical methods. Grounding offers a risk-free
path for stray electrical current triggered by a fault or other problem in a circuit. Polarization
makes sure that electrical current travels coming from the source together "hot" wires plus
returns to the source along fairly neutral wires. Always follow manufacturer's wiring layouts
when replacing a fixture, and understandâ€”and useâ€”your home's grounding system to
guarantee grounding and polarization remain intact. Right now there are a selection of
approaches to analyze for grounding in addition to polarization. An easy connect to circuit
analyzer application, available for several dollars, will help to make it possible to routinely
check shops to make certain they usually are wired correctly. In most cases, this means an
electrical box. Enclosures not merely protect the connectionsâ€”and protect people through
accidental contact along with those connectionsâ€”they likewise provide means for acquiring
conductors like power cables and products. The rule right here is simple: you lazy. If an
individual need to make a wiring splice, install a junction box plus secure the wires to the
package with cable clamps. Never leave a splice or some other connection exposed or perhaps
unsecured. Vital Tips for Safe Electrical Repairs 1. Always test for power just before working on
any circuit wires. Check Amperage Scores All electrical cabling and devices possess an
amperage, or even amp, rating. Choosing the particular Right Amperage Whenever replacing a
switch, light fixture, or outlet receptacle, make sure not in order to install a device that is rated
for more amperage than the circuit carries. Facebook Tweet Pin. How to replace the ignition
switch in this vehicle? Do you. Disconnect the battery ground cable. Remove the steering
column shroud and lower the steering column. Disconnect the switch wiring at the multiple
plug. Remove the two nuts that retain the switch to the steering column. Lift the switch
vertically upward to disengage the actuator rod from the switch and remove the switch. When
installing the ignition switch, both the locking mechanism at the top of the column and the
switch itself must be in the LOCK position for correct adjustment. New replacement switches,
when received, are already pinned in the LOCK position by a metal shipping pin inserted in a
locking hole on the side of the switch. Engage the actuator rod in the switch. Position the
switch on the column and install the retaining nuts, but do not tighten them. Move the switch up
and down along the column to locate the mid-position of rod lash, and then tighten the retaining
nuts. Raise the steering column into position at instrument panel. Install steering column
shroud. Was this answer. Please login or register to post a reply. Is This Hard To Do? Tilt
Steering, 4 Speed Manual, Mfi, 5. Sponsored links. Ask a Car Question. It's Free! For more
information go to In production for about six decades, the Ford F is one of the top-selling Ford
models of the F-series. With its great and massive build, it's perhaps every American man's
dream pickup truck. However, most people love driving their classic cars that were
manufactured years ago. It's not a surprise that you can still see vehicles that were from five
decades ago but are still speeding up on the highway and attracting other drivers. But what's
their secret? Well, it's all about the upgrades. If you're driving an old Ford, then what's the point
of showing it off to the world if it won't start? So don't let this happen to you and upgrade your
old Ford F ignition switch with a new one. The ignition switch is responsible for starting up your
vehicle. Without this, you won't be able to rev up your engine and storm across the highway.
You probably think that looking for a replacement part for your Ford is impossible. Well, you
better think again because there's a Ford F ignition switch out in the market for you to update
your timeless vehicle. You'll surely get to drive it as if you just recently purchased it back in
With a new Ford F ignition switch, you can definitely boast your old truck as you take it for a
drive. You don't have to drive the most recent car to prove that you are a good driver; in fact,
being able to preserve a vehicle from years back just increases the value of it. So if you're one
of those owners who own the Ford F, then you're in luck because you can certainly modify your
ride with a new Ford F ignition switch and get your wife and kids to go on a road trip just like
the old times. We've Made a Site Update. Refresh to the latest version. Retrieve quote. Track
order. Sign In or Create Account. Every Purchase Supports. Texas Relief Efforts. Select your
vehicle. Ford F Ignition Switch. Select your vehicle year. Refine by:. Ignition Switch part.
Returns Policy. Shop Ford F Ignition Switch. Showing 1 - 14 of 14 results. Sort by:. Vehicle Info
Required to Guarantee Fit. Core Charge. Add to cart. Product Details Quantity Sold : Sold
individually. Part Number: M Universal Fit. Part Number: L Page 1 of 1 Showing 1 - 14 of 14
results. Replacement Ignition Switch. Feb 08, Fast shipping and packaged well. The switch fit
perfectly and fixed my problem. Kenneth Harlson. Purchased on Feb 01, Dec 12, Came fast.
Worked perfectly! Great price too! Have already ordered more parts. Dawn McDonald.
Purchased on Nov 24, Oct 27, Part was fine, but no documentation received on installation. I

called and to receive
psc motor wiring diagram
true refrigeration wiring diagram
brake light wiring diagram
a call back but never receive that. Diana Gile. Purchased on Oct 13, Show More. Ford F Ignition
Switch Guides. Helpful Automotive Resources. A Short Course on Ignition Systems The voltage
that is available to the spark plug is somewhere between 20, volts and 50, volts or better. The
job of the ignition system is to produce that high voltage from a 12 volt source and get it to each
cylinder in a specific order, at exactly the right. The Starting System The automotive battery
requires special handling. The electrolyte water inside the battery is a mixture of sulfuric acid
and water. Sulfuric acid is very corrosive; if it gets on your skin it should be flushed with water
immediately; if it gets in your eyes it should be flushed with a. You might be surprised to find
out how many issues can potentially prevent your car from starting. Contact Us. Phone Number
Shop with Confidence. All Rights Reserved. Terms of Use. Privacy Policy. California Supply
Chain Disclosure. Accessibility Statement.

